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collections.   It   would   seem,   as   I   have   said,   to   be   a
deterioration.
In my day that district was one for men. You ploughed
or hoed or made things; you lived in the clean air; you
cleaned out stables; you raised dung-heaps. It is true that
your main leisure occupation was gossip, and that is not
enough pour tout potage. But the cinema and the dancing-
hall would have come—and you could even then go into
Philadelphia for the theatre and night life.
The unfortunate commuter of the white-collared type
has no life at all—except the vicarious type that emanates
from going to murder trials on off days or reading of the
crimes, misfortunes, or misdemeanours and gettings quick-
rich of others. Or he attempts to keep some sort of manhood
alive by attending on baseball games and dreaming that
it is he who performs the feats of his heroes. Above all,
his existence is without privacy. He lives and dies in crowds.
He is at least harmless, usually gentle, usually honest.
The millionaire, on the other hand, is a public enemy.
I do not write that from the sociological point of view.
I dare say millionaires could be quite good employers of
labour. Or it may be impossible to be a good employer
of labour. I don't know. If you are out to sweep a whole
system away the details of that system are unimportant.
But whatever is produced by mass-production is deleterious
to the vitality of the public: the very process of mass-pro-
duction is deleterious to the public. It is appalling to think
that there are millions and millions of human beings to-day
who never have and who never will taste pure food, sit in a
well-made chair, hear good music played except mechani-
cally—or use all their muscles, or so much as cook well or
properly polish the woodwork of their homes. And over all
that Stygian bog of horrors the millionaire floats, the
cynosure of all those grovelling beings. He is the final
product . . . and the most fell enemy of the craftsman.
§
The   millionaire   cannot   exist   without   mass-production;
men cannot exist with mass-production—and remain men.

